A respected Company in Qatar requires to fill the below position urgently...

**Procurement Coordinator**
- At least 7 years experience in Qatar experience in contracting (MEP & civil works).
- Good knowledge in suppliers in Qatar.
- Good knowledge in using ERP system.
- Transferable sponsorship is mandatory.

Please send CV to: recruitmentwld2021@gmail.com

**Leading transport company in Qatar requires Truck drivers Light Vehicle**
Mechanic/Weeder/Auto/Ac Technician, Qatar License & Local Change is preferred. Kindly send CV’s to: pchsdoha@gmail.com

**Urgently needed for a new cleaning company.**
1. Female Cleaners part time & full time
2. Female Supervisor for the cleaners
3. Male Driver 4. Female Secretary / Admin Assistant
Send your cv to: mtqatar@gmail.com

**Sales/Coordinators**
with experience of 1-2 years in industrial businesses, computer skills and NOC is required for a trading company.
Send CV to: recruitment2523@gmail.com

**Urgently Required:**
Mechanical Engineer, Civil/SR. MECHANICAL ENGINEER – 01 No.
SR. INSTRUMENT MECHANIC – 01 No.

corrections or amendments of text, once booked should be done, before 12:00 Noon

**FINANCIAL ADVISOR - 01 No.**
(Degree in Accounting Finance or any other related course, Min. 10 yrs. Exp. In Contracting Field, create strategies to enhance financial risk and reputation of the company). IT/ SOFTWARE ENGINEER - 01 No. (Skilled in web designing, expert on VBA, Excel, EAFnet, SQL, C++ programming language, Knowledge on Networking, System Administration).

**FACILITIES MANAGER - 01 No.**
(Preliminary with Engineering Degree, minimum 15 yrs of experience in Building Maintenance, Facilities Management).

**SR. MECHANICAL ENGINEER - 01 No.**
(Bachelor Degree in Mechanical Engineering or any other related course, Min. 10 yrs. Exp. In Contracting Field, create strategies to enhance financial risk and reputation of the company).

**Sr. Accountant**
with Qatar experience & approval. Kindly send CV’s to: sales@goodwillcargoqatar.com

**GOODWILL CARGO Air, Sea & Land Cargo Services Worldwide**
**Packing & Moving**
T: 4462 6549, 4487 8448..M: 3318 8200, 3311 2400..Em: sales@goodwillcargoqatar.com

**AMBASSADOR CARGO**
D2D worldwide, Intl freight, packing, relocation
Call....................................... T: 77912119 .................Em: info@qataraspect.com

**QATAR ASPECT WLL**
Business Setup, Local Sponsor, CR License, PRO Service

**THOUSANDS TRANSPORT**
60/67 Seated A/C non A/C Buses w/o driver
Tracking Facility, Free collection & Delivery, payment on Delivery
T: 4442 4474, M: 3009 2444

**AL MUFTAH RENT-A-CAR**
Main Office T: 4463 4444, 4401 0700...M: 6697 1703. Toll Free: 800 4627, Em: info@budgetqatar.com

**AL MUFTAH SECURITY SERVICES**
SECURITY SERVICE –
Contact: 55864385, 55852627, 55861888
Email to: qatarrecruitment110@gmail.com

**WE BUY ALL CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS**
email: hmmz.zak81@gmail.com

**GULF TIMES CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT**
Corrections or amendments of text, change of size or cancellation of an ad once booked should be done, before 12:00 Noon
Gulf Times
March 26, 2012
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
SITUATION WANTED

**TECHNICAL AND LOGISTICAL SUPPORT**

**FINANCIAL ACCOUNTANT:**
HSE OFFICER
17 yrs Exp.

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT/SENIOR ACCOUNTANT - Indian male Graduate in
MECHANICAL PROJECT / SITE ENGINEER:
10 YEARS GULF EXPERIENCED

**EMAIL**:
gmail.com
77320405, alexfaithlio@gmail.com

experience in Roads, drainage, high-rise buildings,

**EMAIL**:
gmail.com
77320405, alexfaithlio@gmail.com

looking for a suitable position. Valid RP available.

looking for a suitable position. Experienced in SOLIDWORKS

Transferable Visa with NOC.

**EMAIL**:
gmail.com
77320405, alexfaithlio@gmail.com

looking for a suitable position. Valid RP available.

**EMAIL**:
gmail.com
77320405, alexfaithlio@gmail.com

looking for a suitable position. Valid RP available.

**EMAIL**:
gmail.com
77320405, alexfaithlio@gmail.com

looking for a suitable position. Valid RP available.

**EMAIL**:
gmail.com
77320405, alexfaithlio@gmail.com

looking for a suitable position. Valid RP available.

**EMAIL**:
gmail.com
77320405, alexfaithlio@gmail.com

looking for a suitable position. Valid RP available.
SALES, ADMIN/HR: Job. 5 YEAR EXPERIENCED PHARMACIST, CIVIL ENGINEER/UPDA CERTIFIED DIPLOMA MECHANICAL ENGINEER: OPERATION MANAGER: ans had pa3@gmail.com healthcare organizations. Contact: 66824279, email: pharmaceutical representatives, medical professionals, establishing positive relationships with customers, exam, completed data flow, pharmacy degree (B.PHARM), email: hareeshraj55@gmail.com valid QID, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 30403106, email: arjunmanoharan75@gmail.com立即 joining with Alignment operation, mechanical maintenance of pumps, experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and experience in Construction, fire fighting, facility management field, supervision installation maintenance inspection projects in high rise building towers, Safety, site-engineering, computer skills. Certified in NEDOSH GCC Transferable work visa with NOC, Valid VISA, join immediately. Contact: 60881084, Email: sachinmariakorah@gmail.com PLANNING ENGINEER with 13 years managerial experience in Indian male aged 25 years & with passed prometric and data flow completed. Under husband sponsorship. Ph: 6640474, Email: shahid40200@gmail.com MECHANICAL ENGINEER (INDIAN) having 5 years experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and maintenance technician/mechanical fabrication, erosion, lifting supervision, site supervision, hybridized supervision. Alignment operation, mechanical maintenance of pumps, valves and mechanical equipment. Immediately joining with valid VISA, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 33943186, email: hariwensh55@gmail.com DIPLOMA MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Having 4 years experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and maintenance technician/mechanical fabrication, erosion, lifting supervision, site supervision, hybridized supervision. Alignment operation, mechanical maintenance of pumps, valves and mechanical equipment. Immediately joining with valid VISA, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 33943186, email: hariwensh55@gmail.com SALES, ADMIN/HR: Job. Indian male aged 25 years & with 2.6 years of work experience looking for job opening in Sales/ Admin – HR. Can join immediately. Have transferable visa with NOC. Contact: 33705145, email: ajwathm@gmail.com 5 YEAR EXPERIENCED PHARMACIST, passed prometric exam, completed data flow, pharmacy degree (B.PHARM). Outstanding interpersonal skills with a track record of establishing positive relationships with customers, pharmaceutical representatives, medical professionals, healthcare organizations. Contact: 66645728, email: anehada@gmail.com FEMALE DENTIST (GP), having 5 years clinical experience Prominent & tasks flow completed. Under husband sponsorship. Ph: 6640474, Email: shahid40200@gmail.com MECHANICAL ENGINEER (INDIAN) having 5 years experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and maintenance technician/mechanical fabrication, erosion, lifting supervision, site supervision, hybridized supervision. Alignment operation, mechanical maintenance of pumps, valves and mechanical equipment. Immediately joining with valid VISA, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 33943186, email: hariwensh55@gmail.com PLANNING ENGINEER with 13 years managerial experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and mechanical maintenance of pumps, valves and mechanical equipment. Immediately joining with valid VISA, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 33943186, email: hariwensh55@gmail.com DIPLOMA MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Having 4 years experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and maintenance technician/mechanical fabrication, erosion, lifting supervision, site supervision, hybridized supervision. Alignment operation, mechanical maintenance of pumps, valves and mechanical equipment. Immediately joining with valid VISA, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 33943186, email: hariwensh55@gmail.com 5 YEAR EXPERIENCED PHARMACIST, passed prometric exam, completed data flow, pharmacy degree (B.PHARM). Outstanding interpersonal skills with a track record of establishing positive relationships with customers, pharmaceutical representatives, medical professionals, healthcare organizations. Contact: 66645728, email: anehada@gmail.com FEMALE DENTIST (GP), having 5 years clinical experience Prominent & tasks flow completed. Under husband sponsorship. Ph: 6640474, Email: shahid40200@gmail.com MECHANICAL ENGINEER (INDIAN) having 5 years experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and maintenance technician/mechanical fabrication, erosion, lifting supervision, site supervision, hybridized supervision. Alignment operation, mechanical maintenance of pumps, valves and mechanical equipment. Immediately joining with valid VISA, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 33943186, email: hariwensh55@gmail.com PLANNING ENGINEER with 13 years managerial experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and mechanical maintenance of pumps, valves and mechanical equipment. Immediately joining with valid VISA, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 33943186, email: hariwensh55@gmail.com DIPLOMA MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Having 4 years experience in oil and gas as piping supervisor and maintenance technician/mechanical fabrication, erosion, lifting supervision, site supervision, hybridized supervision. Alignment operation, mechanical maintenance of pumps, valves and mechanical equipment. Immediately joining with valid VISA, transferable visa and NOC. Contact: 33943186, email: hariwensh55@gmail.com